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•  XC Race/ Marathon
•  29 inch Wheels
•  4.0in  [100mm] Travel
•  dw-link Tuned for 29in Wheels
•  Journal Bearings
••  Zerk Lubrication Fiings
•  PF30 Boom Bracket
•  1 Piece Rocker & dw-links
•  Post-Mount Disc Mounts
•  142x12 thru-axle
•  2 Water Bole Mounts

Geometry
Listed geometry based on a 4'' (100mm ) fork with a 29''x2.25'' tire. 
Recommended fork travel: 100-120mm.   
       MD      LG      XL      XX        
Virtual TT  23.0'' (584)  23.8'' (605)  24.6'' (627)  25.5'' (648)  Head Angle 69.8°
Seat Tube  17'' (432)   19'' (482)   21'' (533)   23'' (584)   Virtual SA 73.0°
HHead Tube  4'' (102)   4.7'' (119)   5.3'' (135)   6.1'' (155)   Chainstay 17.4'' (442)
Standover  30.0'' (762)  31.0'' (787)  32.0'' (813)  33.0'' (838)  Seat Post  30.9mm
Wheelbase  43.75”(1111) 44.25”(1124) 44.75”(1137) 45.8”(1165)  Headset  44mm-56mm Taper
Frame Wt.  5.3lbs    5.4lbs    5.5lbs    5.7lbs    BB Height  12.8'' (325) 
Rider Size  5'6- 5'10   5'10- 6'1   6'1- 6'4    6'4 +     Shock    6.5'' x 1.5'' 

  
        The Czar embodies Turner Bike’s track record of producing national-
championship winning race bikes with a feel of refinement and effortless handling. 
Although designed as a XC race / marathon bike, the Czar also chews up fast, twisty 
single track. The versatile nature of the Czar is capable of taking on more demanding 
trails than many XC race courses offer. 

        C6 Turner Carbon  Honed to ride like a Turner.
        Ride tuning is accomplished through a carefully crafted carbon layup schedule
        and precise resin selection to optimize the feel of the terrain being transmitted
          through the frame. Although impressive stiffness was a goal, we did not want the 
frame to feel like a block of wood with a harsh ride. We tuned specific ride characteristics 
into the carbon frame to provide a snappy, yet controlled ride experience. Using Toray 
High Modulus Carbon Fiber, we were able to exceed our goals with our iteration of how 
a full-suspension 29” carbon mountain bike should ride and perform.

                With the dw-links specifically engineered kinematics, the Czar possesses 
precision anti-squat and active braking for unparalleled performance and bump compliance. 
The carefully designed frame geometry and construction create a machine that will 
take your riding to whole new level. 
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•  Fat26 All-Terrain Trail
•  26 inch Wheels
•  4.92in  [125mm] Travel
•  dw-link Tuned for Fat26 Wheels
•  Journal Bearings
••  Zerk Lubrication Fiings
•  44mm Head Tube
•  Post-Mount Disc Mounts
•  177x12 thru-axle
•  ISCG 05 Mounts
•  American Made

Geometry
Listed geometry based on a  531mm axle-to-crown with a 26''x4.0'' tire. 
Recommended fork travel: 120-140mm.  
       SM      MD      LG      XL        
Top Tube   22.3'' (565)  23.0'' (584)  24.2'' (614)  24.9'' (633)  Head Angle 69.5°
Seat Tube  15'' (381)   17'' (432)   19'' (482)   21'' (533)   Seat Angle 73.0°
HHead Tube  3.7'' (94)   3.7'' (94)   4.5'' (115)   5.3'' (135)   Chainstay 18.2'' (462)
Standover  30.2'' (768)  30.1'' (765)  31.3'' (796)  32.2'' (819)  Seat Post  30.9mm
Wheelbase  43.8'' (1111) 44.5'' (1130) 44.7'' (1161) 46.5'' (1181) Headset  44mm
Frame Wt.  TBD     TBD     TBD     TBD     BB Height  13.3'' (339)  
Rider Size  5'2- 5'6    5'6- 5'10   5'10- 6'1   6'1- 6'4    BB Shell   100mm
                                   Shock    7.5'' x 2'' 

  
        The King Khan is the ideal tool for adventurers everywhere. 
This full-suspension fat-bike was born to take the trail less traveled. This bike 
defies the limitations of lesser bikes and opens the door to take that trail that 
was too bumpy, too eroded, too loose, and just too much of a mess to 
enjoy. The King Khan not only makes the unridable trails accessable, it 
mmakes riding these plagued trails an absolute blast! Flying over what 
once would have thrown you off the trail just to find yourself eagerly 
challenging everything in your path. The King Khan is the monster truck
of mountain bikes and yet it still pedals surprisingly light.

                The King Khan's dw-link has superior anti-squat kinematics 
which is vital given how much larger the tire and rim sizes are, as is the case 
of all fat-bikes. All of that extra rotational weight is detrimental to pedaling 
efficiency but the dw-link is designed to isolate the riders pedalling effort 
allowing the suspension to work unrestricted. This feature enables the King 
Khan to simply float over everything and maintain a comfortable momentum 
even in the rough. You will find this bike is more capable than you ever imagined 
a a fat-bike could be. Give it a try and you too will be convinced that the King 
Khan is the ultimate all-terrain trail bike!
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•  XC  Trail
•  27.5 inch Wheels
•  4.72in  [120mm] Travel
•  dw-link Tuned for 27.5” Wheels
•  New Shaped & Lighter Tubeset
••  Journal Bearings
•  Zerk Lubrication Fiings
•  44mm Head Tube
•  Post-Mount Disc Mounts
•  142x12 thru-axle
•  American Made

Geometry
Listed geometry based on a 4.72'' (120mm ) fork with a 27.5''x2.25'' tire. 
Recommended fork travel: 120-140mm.  
       SM      MD      LG      XL        
Top Tube   22.6'' (574)  23.5'' (595)  24.1'' (612)  25.0'' (635)  Head Angle 68.0°
Seat Tube  15'' (381)   17'' (432)   19'' (482)   21'' (533)   Seat Angle 73.0°
HHead Tube  3.7'' (94)   3.7'' (94)   4.5'' (115)   5.3'' (135)   Chainstay 17.4'' (442)
Standover  29.0'' (737)  30.0'' (762)  31.5'' (800)  32.5'' (826)  Seat Post  30.9mm
Wheelbase  43.4”(1102)  44.3”(1124)  46.0”(1165)  46.5”(1181)  Headset  44mm
Frame Wt.  5.67lbs    5.75lbs    5.89lbs    6.08lbs    BB Height  12.8'' (325) 
Rider Size  > 5'6     5'6- 5'10   5'10- 6'1   6'1- 6'4    Shock    7.25'' x 1.75'' 

        The new Flux 27.5 has been completely redesigned from the ground up to take 
your pursuit for exceptional trail riding further & faster than ever before. It now features 27.5 
inch wheels to get that perfect balance of trail dominating control and the playful agility for 
technical twisty singletrack. The slacker head angle and lower bb contribute to a package 
that will eat up every foot of trail without sacrificing the nimble traits of its xc lineage. The 
updated dw-link kinematics tuned specifically for the 27.5 inch wheels of the Flux ensure 
that it eats up terrain while maintaining pedaling efficiency. Travel has been bumped up to 
120120 millimeters with an all new shaped tubeset to save weight and be torsionally stiffer. 
The new Flux 27.5 is not simply a rehash of old ideas; this machine is a perfect example 
of xc trail bike evolution!

        As a cross country bike the new Flux 27.5 carries the same great handling 
and uncompromised quality that all Turner Bikes are known for. All of the pivot locations 
have been optimized resulting in snappy acceleration with uninhibited suspension travel. 
Thanks to the dw-link efficiency, updated geometry, and 27.5 wheels the new Flux can 
take on another personality of an all-out trail bike without loosing the workhorse attitude 
of a xc rocket. The new Flux 27.5 is unquestionably fun whether poised against a cross 
country race course or your favorite backyard trail.
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•  Enduro - Trail
•  27.5 inch Wheels
•  5.5in  [140mm] Travel
•  dw-link Tuned for 27.5” Wheels
•  Journal Bearings
••  Zerk Lubrication Fiings
•  49-62mm Taper Head Tube
•  Dropper Ready
•  142x12 thru-axle
•  ISCG 05 Mounts
•  American Made

Geometry
Listed geometry based on a  540mm axle-to-crown with a 27.5''x2.25'' tire. 
Recommended fork travel: 140-160mm.  
       SM      MD      LG      XL        
Top Tube   22.5'' (572)  23.4'' (594)  24.4'' (620)  25.5'' (648)  Head Angle 67.0°
Seat Tube  14'' (356)   16'' (406)   18'' (457)   20'' (508)   Seat Angle 73.0°
HHead Tube  3.86'' (98)   4.45'' (113)  5.24'' (133)  6.18'' (157)  Chainstay 17.6'' (447)
Standover  28.8'' (737)  30.0'' (762)  31.5'' (800)  32.65'' (829) Seat Post  30.9mm
Wheelbase  TBD     TBD     TBD     TBD     Headset  49-62mm  Taper
Frame Wt.  7.2lbs    7.3lbs    7.5lbs    7.8lbs     BB Height  13.25'' (337)
Rider Size  5'2- 5'5    5'5- 5'9    5'9- 6'0    6'1- 6'4    BB Shell  73mm  
                                   Shock    7.5'' x 2'' 

  
        27.5 Enduro Trail / Adventure XC - Burner V3.1 builds on the pedigree 
of the original Turner which rolled out in 1994. Remember Y-frames and 
elastomer suspension? The Burner rewrote the book and changed riders’ 
expectations about what a mountain bike could do, and how it should 
perform. Fast forward to 2015 and the Burner, still made in America, 
ccontinues that tradition with advanced dw-link suspension, new All-
Mountain tubing, massive custom-machined tapered 62mm headtube, 
stealth dropper post cable routing, and one-inch shorter seat tube to 
accommodate taller dropper posts. More capable than ever!
 
        The Burner is a workhorse ready to take you where ever you 
want to go. With a sturdy build, exceptional performance, and the geometry 
tto handle any situation you might find yourself in. The Burner excels at climbing but 
was born to descend, if you are looking for a mountain bike that can do it all from sunday 
xc rides to resort style runs with moderate drops, berms, and technical terrain then this 
bike is the right choice. If you are the type of rider that sees each ride as an adventure to 
be conquered then the Burner is the only choice to see your ambitions through to the end.
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